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NOR-CAL Moving Services is a full-service relocation company experienced in delivering successful Lab and 
Medical Equipment moves in the San Francisco Bay Area since 1982. Check out one of our recent projects.

Lab and Medical Equipment 
Moving Services

Whatever move project you have, 
we bring the right experience.

The Services
Relocation of new lab equipment from Richmond, CA to the 
new facility in Brisbane, CA. Highly sensitive and fragile lab 
equipment was relocated over 2 weekends in June 2019. The 
lab equipment was set in place and installed once inside the 
building. The project involved careful planning to safely move 
the equipment inside the new facility, including a pre-move 
walk-through with the customer to go over path of travel for lab 
equipment delivery and coordination with the rigging company.

The Challenge
While reviewing the access points, we found that the 7 brand 
new Bio Safety Cabinets (BSC) would require special rigging 
services to get to their destination. All lab equipment can fit 
the elevator except for those 7 BSC’s. After identifying the 
optimal access point, we coordinated their move-in with the 
rigging company where we could distribute them to their final 
location across multiple floors.

The Result
 n No damage     Zero down time for staff     98% under budget

Professional and well-trained team. 

Watch the video 
to see how we helped.

CLIENT TESTIMONIAL
NOR-CAL Moving Services was an integral and key supplier involved in our Brisbane, CA office and lab 
relocation project. We were very impressed with their professionalism throughout the whole project. 
From the sales team to the relocation teams who worked tirelessly over the move weekends, everyone 
was very friendly, helpful and easy to work with. They understood our requirements, the challenges, the 
nature of our business and worked closely with us to ensure that the move did not affect our day to day 
business activity. They were flexible and assisted us with any last minute changes and challenges that 
arose. They not only move the simple items, they also move complex and sensitive lab equipment to the 
exact location and they also provide installation services. They made the whole move project smooth and 
seamless. I’ll definitely recommend NOR-CAL for my next move project.

Ron Sarte, Facilities Manager
Sangamo

SANGAMO Case Study

http://www.nor-calmoving.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4QKqnPB3ErE
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